
Criterion One. Mission  

The institution's mission is clear and articulated publicly; it 
guides the institution's operations. 
 

Assurance Evidence  

Colorado State University is one of three public institutions of higher education governed by the 
Colorado State University System Board of Governors (Board). The Board has adopted the 
following mission: 

"The Colorado State University System exists to support, enhance, and protect the 
unique missions of its constituent institutions and to encourage collaboration that 
benefits students and Colorado." 

CSU is the public, land-grant university of the State. Its mission is clearly articulated in 
Colorado statutes as follows: 

"a comprehensive graduate research university with selective admission standards 
offering a comprehensive array of baccalaureate, master's, and doctoral degree 
programs. Consistent with the tradition of land grant universities, Colorado state 
university has exclusive authority to offer graduate and undergraduate programs in 
agriculture, forestry, natural resources, and veterinary medicine." (Colorado Revised 
Statutes sec. 23-31-101). 

In addition, there are four agencies of the State assigned to CSU in the State statutes: Colorado
Agricultural Experiment Station, CSU Extension, Colorado State Forest Service, and the 
Colorado Water Institute. These agencies broaden CSU’s mission and commitment to the public 
good with additional areas of specific focus. 
  
CSU’s mission and vision are regularly reviewed, both internally and externally, to distinguish it 
from other universities in the State, to refine stated purposes consistent with the mission, and 
to establish short-term goals and budget priorities. In April 2005, the Board adopted the 
following strategic mission statement for the University: 

“Inspired by its land-grant heritage, Colorado State University is committed to 
excellence, setting the standard for public research universities in teaching, research, 
service and extension for the benefit of the citizens of Colorado, the United States, and 
the world.” 

 

1.A - The institution's mission is broadly understood within the 

institution and guides its operations.  

 

Assurance Evidence  

1. The mission statement is developed through a process suited to the nature and 
culture of the institution and adopted by the governing board.  
The statutory mission of CSU serves as the guiding foundation for further discussion and 
interpretation of the institution’s mission. Through these discussions and crafting of the 
Strategic Plan (discussed in Criterion 5), precision and vision have been added to the 
institution’s understanding of its mission: 

l CSU's mission maintains the original values of the Morrill Act;  
l All qualified students have equal access to excellence in undergraduate education;  
l Research and scholarship, in concert with educational activities, support economic 

development and cultural improvements available to all people;  
l As a land-grant university of the 21st century, we are evolving to operate in a global context

and serve as stewards for the well-being of the world’s population; and  
l Above all, the University stands for progress in the democratic tradition by adapting the 

land-grant philosophy to present and future challenges and needs.  

The process of crafting a shorter strategic mission statement typically occurs through 
collaboration between the Board and a newly appointed President, in consultation with faculty 
and student leadership. The mission statement was last revised when Dr. Penley was 
appointed; Dr. Frank and the Board chose not to revise the strategic mission statement when he
was appointed. The mission interpretation is also modified through negotiations with the 
Colorado Department of Higher Education as the institution's role and mission are further 
defined in its performance contract with the State. 
  
2. The institution’s academic programs, student support services, and enrollment 
profile are consistent with its stated mission.  

CSU offers a broad array of contemporary academic degree programs composed of Bachelor’s 
degrees in 72 fields, Master’s and Professional degrees in 77 fields, Doctoral degrees in 44 
fields, and the professional Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree (see Official List of Colleges, 
Departments, Majors, Minors, and Degrees). The academic programs of CSU are offered by 53 
academic departments, the Office of the Provost, the Graduate School, and interdepartmental 
programs within the following eight colleges: 

l Agricultural Sciences  
l Business  
l Engineering  
l Health and Human Sciences (formerly Applied Human Sciences)  
l Liberal Arts  
l Natural Resources  
l Natural Sciences  
l Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences    

There is ongoing consideration of the addition, discontinuation, or modification of programs 
(and possible reorganization of the responsible academic unit) to assure alignment with our 
institutional mission (see Component 3.A) and continuous improvement (see Component 4.A). 
As a result of the continuous efforts to improve academic programs consistent with the evolving 
application of the mission and efforts to remain relevant to a rapidly changing world, hundreds 
of curricular course changes (range of 500-1100 requests for change/year) and an average of 
four new academic degree programs are approved each year. 
   
The Division of Student Affairs fosters a campus community that supports students in the 
development of their unique potential, inspiring them to be active learners, successful 
graduates, and engaged global citizens. The Division provides a variety of programs and 
services designed to foster student success (both academically and personally) as reviewed in 
Component 3.D. The scope, effectiveness and improvement of these programs and services are 
detailed under the following strategic goals related to “Teaching and Learning” in the Annual 
Reports of the Division of Student Affairs: 

l Assure excellence in academic programs: 
¡ Access and Success: Improve the access, retention, and graduation rates for all 

students, especially those from groups underserved by higher education.  
¡ Learning Outcomes: Evaluate and assess student learning as a critical measure of 

teaching quality.  
l Create distinctive undergraduate experiences: 

¡ Active and Experiential Learning: Incorporate opportunities for active and experiential 
learning in all programs.  

l Expose students to diverse cultures: 
¡ Campus Diversity: Foster a campus culture that attracts and supports a diverse student 

body and promotes a diverse culture in which to grow, study, and learn; foster learning 
across differences and a focus on equity for all students.  

l Integrate academic and co-curricular experiences: 
¡ Learning Communities: Develop residentially based learning communities that capitalize 

on our strength as a destination campus.  
¡ Student Engagement: Increase student participation in a broad array of leadership, civic 

involvement, intercollegiate and intramural athletics, and cultural opportunities.  
¡ Student Well-Being: Nurture student health, safety and well-being.  
¡ Assessment Systems: Provide the Board, campus, and public with transparent measures

of accountability.  
l Provide quality venues and related services that support learning.  

The enrollment profile of CSU students is consistent with our mission and within the range of 
peer institutions as evidenced in the detailed data compiled in the Fact Book (p. 9-112). In 
Colorado, admissions standards for public institutions of higher education are defined in a tiered
system ranging from open to highly selective standards. CSU has been assigned selective 
admissions standards, which establish that most students admitted should have a 101 index or 
above (a figure calculated by a sliding-scale combination of GPA or class rank with the highest 
ACT or SAT score). The 101 index is not absolute, in that CSU can still deny admission to an 
applicant at or above 101 if the student does not show sufficient readiness. Alternately, CSU can
admit students below 101 who show the needed potential for success provided that (a) the 
number of such students does not exceed 20% as part of a state-wide aggregation of all 
baccalaureate institutions, and (b) that CSU’s offers of admission to students below 91 do not 
account for more than 1% of all offers of admission for the cohort. The history of index scores 
for new freshman is illustrated in the Fact Book (p. 27). 
  
For the Fall 2012 term (unless otherwise noted), some of the major characteristics of the 
student profile were as follows: 

l Total university headcount enrollment (includes non-resident instruction students): 30,647  
l Total resident instruction headcount enrollment: 26,769  
l Number of new freshmen: 4,544  
l The average entering freshman ranks in the 74th percentile, brings a 3.59 GPA, and has an 

ACT composite score of 24.7 or an SAT combined score of 1,142  
l Percent of student population who are ethnic minorities: 16  
l Percent of undergraduate students who are Pell Grant recipients: 23  
l Percent of undergraduate students who are first-generation students: 26  
l Percent of undergraduate student population who are women: 51  
l Percent of undergraduate students who are Colorado residents: 81  
l Total student credit hour production for the academic year 2011-12: 680,952.5  
l Total student full-time equivalent (FTE) for the academic year 2011-12: 22,698.4  
l Number of degrees awarded in 2011-12: 6,615  

The Strategic Plan (Strategy 3.6) includes evaluation of the CSU 2020 proposal to increase 
student enrollment by 8,000 students for a total campus enrollment of approximately 35,000 
students. The increase is proposed to include an additional 3,000 Colorado residents, 3,000 
domestic non-residents, and 2,000 international students, including increases in graduate 
student enrollment (discussed in Component 5.C.4). 
  
3. The institution’s planning and budgeting priorities align with and support the 
mission. (This sub-component may be addressed by reference to the response to 
Criterion 5.C.1.)  

Planning priorities. 
Our Strategic Plan demonstrates that CSU has clearly stated purposes, in alignment with the 
mission, that provide Colorado residents and students access to an excellent, comprehensive 
graduate research university that is student-centered and committed to excellence in 
undergraduate and graduate education. The key objectives of the Strategic Plan are as follows 
(the planning process is described in Component 5.C):  

l Teaching and Learning 
¡ This objective encompasses goals targeted at assuring excellence in academic 

programs, creating distinctive undergraduate experiences, enhancing the quality and 
role of graduate education, exposing students to diverse cultures, and integrating 
academic and co-curricular experiences.  

l Research and Discovery 
¡ The focus of this objective is to foster excellence in research, scholarship, and creative 

artistry; improve discovery capabilities; and focus research in key areas of institutional 
strength and societal and global needs.  

l Outreach and Engagement 
¡ This objective reflects the University’s commitment to engage citizens though community

involvement, prepare and empower learners outside the campus environment, and 
foster excellence in intercollegiate athletics.  

l Sustainability, Accountability, Infrastructure 
¡ This objective includes a broad set of goals focused on bolstering the University’s 

resource base, financial stability, and public support—including fundraising and 
marketing, building necessary infrastructures, nurturing human capital, and promoting 
fiscal stability.  

l Diversity 
¡ While the institution’s commitment to diversity is embodied within all of its key 

objectives, this final objective focuses on specific goals related to promoting an 
environment that encourages excellence, access, and inclusion.   

In 2006, CSU embarked on a major quality enhancement initiative in response to its vision and 
mission to “set the standard for higher education.” A retention working group was tasked with 
evaluating the current status of student retention and graduation rates and developing strategic 
recommendations for improvement. The resulting report, A Plan for Excellence: Enhancing 
Undergraduate Education and Student Success, and its recommendations have subsequently 
become known as the Student Success Initiatives (SSI). The report concluded that 
undergraduate student retention and graduation rates are critical measures of the quality of a 
university’s educational experience. As such, they require the University’s focus, creativity, and 
human and material resources. Significant increases in retention and graduation rates are 
viewed as the product of a network of coordinated, systematic strategies aligned in support of a 
high quality educational experience. No single program or collection of unconnected strategies 
will produce meaningful change.  
 
The proposed SSI plan had three interrelated parts; three “pillars” supporting institutional 
excellence:  

1. Create opportunities for exceptional educational experiences across the breadth of the 
University.  
An exceptional academic experience is one characterized by a wealth of opportunities to 
combine intellectual challenge and growth with personal enrichment and development.  

2. Create a community-wide culture of high expectations for student involvement and success. 
If the first pillar is the availability of exceptional educational experiences across the 
University, the second pillar is a culture of high expectations for intellectual and personal 
engagement. This element of the plan requires a significant change in campus culture. It 
calls for the creation of a community – including students, faculty, and staff – committed to 
the achievement of student potential; an environment in which each student we admit takes 
advantage of the rich opportunities the University community provides; and one in which 
students expect, and are expected, to graduate as soon as possible after the completion of 
their fourth year.  

3. Require data-driven planning and administration.  
An organizational system designed to produce excellence in educational opportunity and 
foster high expectations for student engagement and success requires that we be able to 
identify what works and what doesn’t. A powerful and nimble data analytic capacity is one of
the most important forces for renewal and innovation. Data systems provide the 
informational currency for measuring progress, focusing discussion, and propelling change.  

Setting the standard requires that all three parts of the plan are achieved. A connected set of 
strategies compose the infrastructural support for each of the pillars. Together, these strategies
form the comprehensive action plan for increased retention to graduation.  
  
The report recommended that planning and implementation processes for retention 
improvement be set in motion before the end of the Spring 2006 semester, so that actions to 
improve student retention and educational quality proceed without delay. Despite experiencing 
budget reductions in subsequent years, CSU has steadfastly maintained its commitment to the 
SSI as the central quality initiative and has made significant, although slower than desired, 
progress in implementing the recommendations. 
   
Readers of this self-study will discover repeated references to SSI as evidence of focused, 
continuous improvement in institutional planning and performance. This central theme 
illustrates that our planning and budgeting priorities are true to our mission. In Fall 2011, 
President Tony Frank pushed the challenge further in his Fall Address for even better retention 
and graduation success rates. He set the goals of achieving 60% 4-year graduation and 80% 6-
year graduation success. In Fall 2012, a second working group was charged to review progress 
and define the next installment of SSI, thus continuing the culture of the institution being 
singularly focused on a major quality enhancement initiative in support of its mission. One of 
the anticipated tactical changes is an increased emphasis on departmental initiatives to 
supplement the all-university initiatives that have been implemented. 
  
Budgeting priorities.  
CSU utilizes the revenues it receives to support the education, research, and public service 
missions of the institution (see annual Financial Accountability Report for additional detail). 
These expenditures are tracked by functional categories, which designate the primary purpose 
for which the expenditure occurred. As the University has grown over the past five years, there 
have been increases in all functional expense categories. Over this period, the University’s total 
operating expenses have increased from $618.5 million to $765.1 million, an overall increase of 
24% from FY06 to FY10. Consistent with our mission, the majority of expenses are allocated to 
instruction, research, and public service. Academic colleges receive the largest share of 
university funding at CSU each year, even though the money often is first allocated through an 
administrative office. For example, all of the funding for start-ups that goes to the Vice 
President for Research is spent within the colleges. The following examples from operating 
budgets are VP division line items that clearly and directly benefit students and the academic 
mission of the University: 

l Financial aid.  
l New faculty positions and new faculty startup costs.  
l Efforts to enhance diversity.  
l The new School for Global Environmental Sustainability and other cross-disciplinary 

programs that do not fall into one specific college budget.  
l Information technology that benefits students.  
l Enrollment, access, and success programs targeted specifically at students.  
l Graduate Assistant tuition and stipends.  
l Background checks, environmental health and safety, risk management, and insurance.  
l Funding resources for students with disabilities.   

Although the expenditure base is growing as demonstrated in the chart "Expenditures by 
Amount" below, the distribution among expenditure categories has remained relatively constant
between 2008 and 2012, as shown in the chart "Expenditures by Percentage." 

 
  

 
 

 Source: Financial Accountability FY2012, p. 15 
  
The planning and budgeting processes and priorities are discussed in greater detail throughout 
Criterion Five, particularly in Component 5.C. 
 
4. Employees of the institution understand the mission and contribute to its 
fulfillment.  

An Employee Climate Survey conducted in FY12 reported that the vast majority of employees 
feel that their jobs are important to the mission of the University and their work is valuable. 
More than 2,300 employees, representing all categories, provided a response to these items 
with a mean score of 4.5 (1-5 Likert scale) indicating substantial agreement. Less than 3% of 
the respondents indicated that they did not recognize how their jobs contributed to the mission. 
New employees are officially welcomed to the CSU campus community and enjoy a half day of 
presentations and information to help them be successful at CSU. This orientation features a 
description of the mission of the University and a clear assurance that the employee's position is
critical to the University's success. 
 

Sources 

CSU 2020 BOG Retreat Presentation May 2013 (Page 21)  
CSU Performance Contract with CDHE  
Employee Climate Survey 2012 (Page 3)  
Fact Book 2012-13 (Page 10)  
Fact Book 2012-13 (Page 27)  
Financial Accountability Report FY2011  
Financial Accountability Report FY2012  
Financial Accountability Report FY2012 (Page 9)  
Official List of Colleges, Departments, Majors, Minors, and Degrees - Fall 2012  
Plan for Excellence 2006  
President's Fall 2011 Address  
Strategic Plan 2012 (Page 4)  
Strategic Plan 2012 (Page 8)  
Student Affairs Annual Report 2012  
Student Success Initiative 2012-13 Charge  

 

 

1.B - The mission is articulated publicly.  

 

Assurance Evidence  

1. The institution clearly articulates its mission through one or more public documents,
such as statements of purpose, vision, values, goals, plans, or institutional priorities. 

CSU’s Vision, Mission and Values Statement is prominently publicized on the institutional 
website and in major publications such as the General Catalog. It can readily be accessed by 
constituents using the A-Z web index, or websites of the Office of the President, Accountability, 
and the CSU System.  
  
2. The mission document or documents are current and explain the extent of the 
institution’s emphasis on the various aspects of its mission, such as instruction, 
scholarship, research, application of research, creative works, clinical service, public 
service, economic development, and religious or cultural purpose.  

CSU’s Vision, Mission and Values Statement was formally reaffirmed in 2006 by the Board, and 
it was reviewed in 2010 and 2012 as part of the refreshing of the University's Strategic Plan. 
The Strategic Plan outlines the institution’s major priorities within the mission. It includes a 
regular schedule for periodic updates of the Strategic Plan to reflect new priorities, new 
environments, new opportunities, and new ideas. Consistent with the University’s mission 
statement, sections of the Strategic Plan are devoted to teaching and learning, research and 
discovery, and service and outreach. From this university-level outline, administrative divisions,
colleges, departments and specialized units are encouraged to develop more detailed courses of
action in unit plans that, collectively, constitute the University’s strategic plan and fulfillment of 
the various aspects of our mission. 
  
3. The mission document or documents identify the nature and scope of the higher 
education programs and services the institution provides and whom these activities 
serve.  

The statutory mission of CSU explicitly states that it is expected to deliver a “comprehensive 
array of baccalaureate, master's, and doctoral degree programs.” The nature and scope of this 
university-level statement of educational mission is elaborated as the Colleges, Departments 
and other academic units articulate their missions and craft unit strategic plans within each of 
the various disciplines. 
 

Sources 

1. 1 - The University: Values, Mission, Goals  
Accountability  
Administration  
CSU System Mission  

 

 

1.C - The institution understands the relationship between its mission 

and the diversity of society.  

 

Assurance Evidence  

The University’s commitment to diversity is longstanding and reflects the essential function a 
diverse community, spanning international boundaries, plays in the furtherance of its role and 
mission as a land-grant institution. CSU embraces the ways the land-grant mission can be used 
to provide access to new audiences seeking to gain the opportunities afforded by higher 
education. The benefits derived from an educational environment that includes individuals 
reflective of our society cannot be overstated. It is only in such an environment that individuals 
come together to prepare themselves most effectively for their roles in a global society.  
  
Therefore, a major section of the Strategic Plan (Area 5, Goals 35-37) addresses diversity with 
the objective that CSU is committed to enhancing its diversity through the inclusion of 
individuals reflective of the broadest possible range of characteristics, as defined below. Many 
other goals of the Strategic Plan, such as Goal 4: Assuring Undergraduate Access, Diversity, and
Internationalization, also emphasize actions to enhance the diversity of the University. The 
University strives to foster for its members recognition of their role in a global community with 
greater understanding of their own and other cultures and perspectives.  
  
As further evidence of the University’s commitment to diversity, it established the new position 
of Vice President for Diversity in Spring 2010. The position provides leadership and coordination 
for new and existing efforts to increase campus diversity and to increase the success of 
underrepresented students. The Diversity SPARC report provides additional details of internal 
performance assessment, prioritizes program initiatives and provides rationale for supporting 
budget requests. 
   
1. The institution addresses its role in a multicultural society. 

A new, more inclusive definition of diversity was developed during the Strategic Plan refresh in 
2011, acknowledging that all the various dimensions of diversity are important. This revised 
definition includes age, culture, different ideas and perspectives, disability, ethnicity, first 
generation status, familial status, gender identity and expression, geographic background, 
marital status, national origin, race, religious and spiritual beliefs, sex, sexual orientation, 
socioeconomic status, and veteran status. This definition includes a number of categories 
previously excluded, thereby acknowledging that it is unacceptable to leave out groups simply 
because it may be more difficult to assess whether or not the University is responding positively 
to their individual needs. Providing language that promotes a climate of inclusion was a high 
priority. 
  
The Diversity SPARC adopted a definition of campus climate that helped to guide the Strategic 
Plan refresh and review discussions. Every individual on campus, regardless of rank, 
employment or student status contributes to campus climate and to how the institution is 
viewed as a place to work or study. Everyone also contributes to the creation of community and,
by their actions, helps to define our campus as one where each individual is valued and 
affirmed. Implementing programs and procedures that help us learn about and evaluate our 
institution’s campus climate for faculty, staff, and students is crucial. Identifying those issues 
that contribute to a negative campus climate are the highest priority.   
  
The CSU Internationalization Plan drafted in 2006 provides additional focus and elaboration of 
specific initiatives to provide a systematic approach that will benefit the entire institution’s 
internationalization efforts. The senior administration, including the President, Provost, the Vice 
Provosts, the Vice Presidents, and the deans of the eight Colleges, have been strong supporters 
of international initiatives. The President has been the driving force behind these efforts, and 
the Strategic Plan is explicit in setting out benchmarks for internationalization. In 2008, CSU 
won a Senator Paul Simon Spotlight Award for its programs linking research and 
internationalization as described in the NAFSA: Association of International Educators 2008 
report for its outstanding accomplishments in comprehensive strategic planning for 
internationalization. 
  
CSU has focused the past several years on increasing the number of international students on 
campus, and upgrading numerous programs and facilities to better accommodate additional 
students. CSU’s international recruitment efforts, particularly in China, have been enhanced to 
let more prospective students know about CSU’s outstanding research and educational 
opportunities. The new INTO partnership is also designed to increase enrollment. CSU’s effort to
forge global partnerships has been key to increasing the number of students from China coming 
to Fort Collins. CSU has working agreements with five major Chinese universities – East China 
Normal University, Northwest Agriculture and Forestry University, Hunan University, China 
Agricultural University, and Beijing Normal University – and has sought out additional 
partnerships around the world. CSU has also boosted its efforts to encourage education abroad 
experiences for domestic students. Last year, CSU showed a 12 percent increase in 
participation, with nearly 750 students studying abroad for credit and 400 more participating in 
non-credit programs. In recognition of these achievements, CSU will receive the Senator Paul 
Simon Award for Campus Internationalization in November, 2013 at the annual NAFSA reception
in Washington, D.C. This is CSU’s second significant NAFSA award in recent years. 
  
2. The institution’s processes and activities reflect attention to human diversity as 
appropriate within its mission and for the constituencies it serves. 

We find that the University continues to demonstrate support for diversity efforts through 
effective programming, celebrations, and recognitions of diversity, and through the introduction 
of new activities aimed to assimilate underrepresented populations. The extent to which these 
activities positively influence the lives of University faculty, staff and students has not been 
comprehensively evaluated. However, an Employee Climate Survey was completed in 2012 to 
begin the process of more accurately assessing our progress. Results will provide a baseline for 
continuous quality improvement and serve as a way for us to learn about ourselves and as a 
catalyst for both formal and informal campus discussions. 
  
Campus Climate 

l CSU complies in all respects with appropriate accessibility guidelines, regulations, and best 
practices. The University continues to implement legal standards for disabled people’s 
accessibility.   

l Faculty, staff, and students have demonstrated progress toward enhanced understanding 
and appreciation of cultural and other differences. In Fall 2011, a segment of Ram 
Welcome: Experience CSU, included speaker Juana Bordas, who addressed concepts of 
diversity in an hour-long keynote speech. This was followed by having all new students 
participate in small group discussions related to her talk. Students who attended Preview 
also learned information regarding the historical contributions of Native Americans to the 
area now occupied by the University. The 2011 Diversity Symposium, The Challenge of 
Civility, offered 36 sessions to its 1,747 participants. Participation increased by 12% 
compared to the previous year despite offering 5 fewer sessions.  In Fall 2013, participation 
in the annual Diversity Symposium continued to grow, engaging 2,035 participants.  

l Continuous improvement has been noted in the teaching, learning, and work environment.  
The 2012 Employee Climate Survey provided specific information regarding employees’ work
environment. Results from the College Senior Survey, administered in Spring 2010, show 
that 57.6% of respondents believe their “ability to get along with people of different 
races/cultures” was stronger or much stronger upon leaving the University compared with 
when they first entered. See Component 3.B.4 for more information on educational 
programs espousing diverse cultures.  

l Research, scholarship, and artistry illuminate major issues relating to a global society. A 
University Diversity website was launched in 2012 that includes a section for faculty and 
students to showcase their research and scholarly activities. Although a complete inventory 
of work being done is not currently available, it is expected that awareness of the website 
will encourage faculty and students to provide additional content.  

l Continuous improvement has been made in outreach and service activities to diverse 
communities. Two annual receptions for multicultural staff and faculty were hosted starting 
in 2012, one by the President in the spring and the other by the Provost at the end of fall 
semester. The Rams for Diversity program was held at the University’s Denver Center, and 
the agenda focused on student retention. Alumni were asked to identify activities they felt 
contributed to their success at the University. Somos CSU, the Hispanic Alumni interest 
group, continued to host alumni activities, and in November the creation of a CSU Black 
Alumni group received unanimous approval from the Alumni Association Board.  In March 
2011, the Provost and other University staff met with representatives from the Ute Mountain 
Ute and the Southern Ute tribes in Durango, Colorado, as part of the President’s Community 
Tours. The President’s Multicultural Student Advisory Committee was resurrected and 
includes representatives from the Culture and Resource Centers, International Programs, 
Ethnic Studies, ASCSU, and Athletics. Additionally, the Multicultural Staff and Faculty 
Network was re-established.  

l Continuous improvement has been accomplished in engagement activities that are reflective
of our 21st century land-grant mission. The University introduced the Commitment to 
Colorado program beginning in Fall 2010 (details in Component 3.D.1). This program makes
available a “high-quality, affordable higher education” to a broader segment of the state’s 
population through strategic packaging of financial aid resources. Implemented in 2011, the 
Native American Legacy Award recognizes the original residents of Colorado and reduces 
the financial burden for students who enroll at CSU. Eligible students transferring from tribal 
colleges and universities benefit from this program as well. Other programs that work 
directly with prospective first-generation college students, low income families, and/or 
racially and ethnically diverse communities continue a history of success. These include pre-
collegiate programs such as Upward Bound, Talent Search, and Educational Opportunity 
Programs in three different counties. The Dream Project, Reach Out, and the Alliance 
Partnership have all experienced great success working with students and communities. 
Collaborations with the Daniels Fund, the Denver Scholarship Foundation, and Gear Up also 
help to solidify our relationship with programs aimed at serving underrepresented 
populations. Students from the Skinner Neighborhood Center are involved with a residential 
program that featured sessions from the Colleges of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical 
Sciences, Agricultural Sciences, Warner College of Natural Resources and the Department of
Atmospheric Sciences. The University also hosts the College Horizons Program that brings 
college-bound Native American students on campus for a week-long residential experience. 
The LDZ Leadership Program for Latino/Hispanic students and the Black Issues Forum 
continue to be successful experiences for college-bound students.  

l Continuous advancements are evident in the level of engagement of the university 
community in dialogue and action around the diversity of thought, expression, ideology, and
culture with the goal of promoting a welcoming and respectful community and 
workplace. The High School Diversity Conference was enhanced this year to focus on the 
development of leadership skills for participants. Programs, intended for all campus 
employees, community members, and students, have become a tradition at CSU through 
celebration of Martin Luther King Day, Hispanic Heritage Month, Asian Fest, Native American
Heritage Month, Black History Month, Holocaust Awareness Week, Cesar Chavez Day, 
GLBTQ History Month, and International Programs activities.  

l The teaching, learning and work environment is “universally accessible.” The interpretation 
of this metric is that the University represents a welcoming atmosphere for all who work and
study here. The student surveys reveal that they feel increasingly “Welcome at CSU” and 
they feel as though they belong to the campus community (5.34 in the 2011 survey 
compared to 5.30 in 2009). The President's Commission on Women and Gender Equity 
completed a survey that revealed lower levels of dissatisfaction with the number of women 
in positions of leadership (28% in 2010 compared to 56% in 1996) as well as the level of 
fairness between genders when setting salaries, granting raises, and evaluating 
performance (38% in 2010 compared to 41% in 1996). There was improvement in virtually 
all measures compared to 1996 levels. A new initiative to continue improvements of the 
campus environment for women is described in Component 5.A.4.  

l An enhanced appreciation and understanding of cultural and other differences among 
faculty, staff, and students has been observed. The Employee Climate Survey and a survey 
administered to students reveal that they generally agree with the following statements as 
the mean scores have improved from 2009 to 2011.  [Likert scale of 1-7: Strongly disagree 
= 1, Neutral =4, Strongly agree = 7].   

  

  
  
Employee Profile 
Diversity of employees (Fact Book 2012-13, p. 115-196): 

l In Fall 2012, 14.5% of faculty identified as ethnic minorities, up from Fall 2009, when 
12.2% were of minority status.  Women faculty as a percent of tenure-track faculty 
was 34.7%.  Minority faculty as a percent of new hires remained consistent at 17% in FY11 
and FY12, although the total number of minority faculty hires was small. For women faculty 
hires as a percentage of new hires, the range was from 44% to 61% during the past three 
years (51% in FY12).  

l In Fall 2012, 13.8% of 1,541 administrative professional staff (excluding research 
associates) were of minority status compared to 10.61% two years earlier.   

l In Fall 2012, 18.7% of 1,910 State Classified personnel identified as minority 
status. Although this represented an increase in percentage from 17.2% of 2,035 two years 
previously, the absolute number of minorities only increased from 351 to 357. The 
percentage of women State Classified employees is currently 59%.   

Student Diversity 
CSU is committed to efforts to increase enrollment, retention, and graduation of underserved 
students through the Performance Contract established with the Colorado Department of Higher 
Education. Note: “For the purpose of this Performance Contract, ‘underserved students’ shall be
defined to include students who are: (a) low-income (would satisfy income requirements for a 
Federal Pell Grant); (b) members of an ethnic or racial minority group; (c) males; and (d) such 
other classes or types of students determined by CSUS as necessary to achieve a diverse 
student body.” Retention and graduation success of diverse groups of students are discussed in 
Component 4.C. 
  
In the analyses below, receipt of the Pell Grant is used as a proxy measure of low income. CSU
has successfully increased the proportion of the entering cohort who are from low-income 
households. 
   

  
Through the Fall 2008 cohort, enrollment of first-time, full-time students awarded the Pell Grant
in the students’ first semester was relatively stable. Over the subsequent three years, however, 
the proportion of students receiving Pell Grants has risen substantially, from 14.4% in the Fall 
2008 cohort to 22.8% in the Fall 2011 cohort. A factor that is likely contributing to this increase 
is the “Commitment to Colorado,” a financial aid program developed by the University to 
encourage access by students from low- and moderate-income families.   
  
Enrollment of students from underrepresented ethnic or racial groups increased 
substantially over the last four fall cohorts. The proportion of students from underrepresented 
ethnic or racial groups has increased from 12.2% in the Fall 2003 cohort to 19.2% in the most 
recent Fall 2012 cohort. 
  

 
Source:  Fact Book 2012-13, p. 26 

  
Consistent with national gender trends, females have been enrolling at the University at higher 
rates than males. For new freshmen, the difference has ranged eight to 15 percentage points 
during the past decade. For the Fall 2012 cohort of new freshmen, the difference was 12 
percentage points. 

  
Source:  Fact Book 2012-13, p. 21, 52 

  
National data show that students who are first generation -- that is, those whose parents did 
not attain bachelor’s degrees -- enroll, persist, and graduate at rates far lower than those of 
other students. Students from first-generation backgrounds compose close to a quarter of the 
new freshman cohort. 
   

   
A variety of efforts to promote the success of underserved students have been undertaken as 
highlighted below: 

l The significance of first-generation status was confirmed by a University study 
demonstrating that, even when controlling for a variety of other factors, first-generation 
students were far less likely to graduate. A number of programs, including the First 
Generation Award Program, are already in place. In addition, the Orientation and 
Transitions unit of the Center for Advising and Student Achievement initiated a session 
within its new student orientation programs for parents of first-generation college 
students. The sessions provide parents with information and strategies for supporting their 
students in their first experiences at the University.  

l The Academic Advancement Center provides a variety of academic support services to 
increase the success of students from first-generation and low-income backgrounds, and 
students with disabilities. The program consistently reports that its participants are retained 
and graduated at rates higher than the average for the University. The Academic 
Advancement Center submitted a proposal for another five years of funding through the 
Federal TRIO Programs (Student Support Services competition) and in 2012 was awarded a 
new grant for more than $2 million over a five-year period. The program serves 275 
students.   

l The University has promoted the expansion of learning community strategies by augmenting
the infrastructure for learning community coordination as well as the provision of support for
new and continuing programs. Recent assessment confirmed that learning community 
programs are successful in retaining their participants at rates higher than the University 
average. In particular, the data showed that students from underrepresented ethnic/racial 
groups and first-generation students who participated in learning community programs in 
their first year were retained at higher rates than similar students who did not participate. 
Students of color in the Key Communities, in particular, were retained to the second year at 
a rate 10 percentage points higher than nonparticipants, and through six years at a rate 
nine percentage points higher.   

l A number of University efforts to develop college aspirations and readiness among middle 
and high school students have been gathered under a new organization within the 
Enrollment and Access Division, identified as the Access Center. This organization includes 
such programs as the Federal TRIO Programs (Upward Bound, Educational Talent Search, 
Educational Opportunity Center), the Bridge Scholarship Program, the Alliance Partnership, 
the Reach Out – CSU Program, and the Dream Project. The new organization gives greater 
visibility to these programs, promotes greater coordination among them, and consolidates 
infrastructure for programs serving middle and high school students from underrepresented 
backgrounds.   

l The Office of Alumni Relations, in cooperation with other University departments and the 
Office of the Vice President for Diversity, has initiated a “Rams for Diversity” program. The 
program has attracted a significant number of diverse University alumni, and facilitated the 
involvement of those alumni in campus activities designed to recruit and retain 
underrepresented students.   

l The Transition Coordinating Committee has been established to increase the coordination 
and connection among activities and programs aimed at recruiting and enrolling students 
and those designed to retain and graduate students. The committee has concentrated its 
early efforts on the enhancement of support for students in those scholarship and award 
programs that have high proportions of underrepresented student participants.   

l In Fall 2010, the University announced the “Commitment to Colorado,” a program through 
which students from low- and moderate-income backgrounds are assured financial support 
for tuition at the University. The program was implemented in the 2011-2012 academic 
year, and provides encouragement and substantive support for students and families of 
limited financial means to attend and succeed in higher education at one of the state’s 
premier research universities.    

In summary, the University has continued its focus on the recruitment, retention, and 
graduation of students from underrepresented backgrounds, consistent with its land-grant 
mission and Strategic Plan. Enrollment of students from underrepresented ethnic/racial 
backgrounds and students from low-income backgrounds has increased significantly in the last 
two years. The commitment to not just enroll students, but to retain and graduate them, is 
evident in the comprehensive set of strategies and programs implemented the last several 
years and the new initiatives being planned. 
  
International student enrollment 
CSU’s history of international engagement goes back decades. In the early 1960s, a team of 
CSU researchers conducted a feasibility study that helped lead to the creation of the Peace 
Corps. In recent years, CSU has seen several programs garner international acclaim, including a
partnership between CSU, Coca-Cola and four Chinese universities to send promising college 
students from China to study and conduct research on sustainable water usage at CSU. 

 
Source: Fact Book 2012-13, p. 57-60

  
In Fall 2010, international students made up 4 percent of CSU’s student body (1,140 
students). For the past three years, most of the increase (more than 100 additional 
international undergraduate students) was from China. However, even with this progress, CSU 
lagged behind peers for enrollment of international students.  
   
INTO Colorado State University 

In February 2012, CSU and INTO University Partnerships announced a joint program to further 
increase international student enrollment and enhance the cultural diversity of the campus 
experience for all students. Beginning in August 2012, INTO is using its extensive network to 
help enroll, as of this writing in March 2013, 439 additional students in the INTO-CSU program 
from key international markets. Enrollment is forecast to reach about 1,000 additional students 
within five years. 
  
INTO and CSU support the success of international students at CSU with a new, on-campus 
international study center and the use of innovative study programs – called “Pathway” 
programs – that help foreign students adapt to an American university environment. 
Undergraduate and graduate Pathway programs are taught by University instructors and provide
international students with a combination of academic coursework and English language 
training. These Pathways prepare international students to transition to standard undergraduate
and graduate degree programs at CSU.  
  
To address the learning support and instructional needs of international students whose English 
language skills are insufficient to provide for academic success, the University has transitioned 
its Intensive English Program into a larger language and student support center: INTO Colorado 
State University. This joint venture program with INTO University Partnerships develops English 
language curricula for three audiences: 

1. Pathway students whose English is strong enough that they can handle regular academic 
course work if given some English support,  

2. Academic English students whose English needs improvement before they move into regular 
course work, and  

3. General English students who seek English language training but do not plan to seek a 
university degree.  

In addition to several levels of English language curricula, the INTO CSU Center provides 
support for arrival and housing, a living-learning community, orientation, co-curricular 
activities, advising, tutoring, a conversation partner program, and a Learning Resource Center. 
Class sizes are small (12-16) and student progress is carefully monitored. The INTO CSU 
partnership prides itself on the fact that CSU retains complete control over all curricula 
offered (including Academic English and General English), in association with Pathways and the 
INTO CSU Center. All academic managers and all faculty employed in the INTO Center are CSU 
employees and report directly to the CSU Department of English and, through that department, 
the CSU College of Liberal Arts. CSU also maintains thorough control over admissions to the 
Center’s programs, ensuring that CSU standards of excellence are maintained. 
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1.D - The institution’s mission demonstrates commitment to the public 

good.  

 

Assurance Evidence  

1. Actions and decisions reflect an understanding that in its educational role the 
institution serves the public, not solely the institution, and thus entails a public 
obligation. 

The mission statement of CSU makes a clear declaration that it serves "for the benefit of the 
citizens of Colorado, the United States and the world" in the broad array of its activities. In the 
goals and objectives of the Strategic Plan, the major areas of activity to serve the public are 
identified and prioritized, and performance is annually evaluated as initiatives are sustained and
improved. Strategic planning Area 3: Outreach and Engagement (Goals 19-28) and Goal 16 
(enhancing quality of life and economic development) have been crafted to guide CSU as it 
applies intellectual and academic resources to social, economic, and community development 
needs. Outcomes of these actions and decisions are summarized in the Outreach and 
Engagement SPARC report and the Research and Discovery SPARC report (Goal 16). Selected 
examples are described in Component 1.D.3 and throughout other parts of the self-study. 
   
2. The institution’s educational responsibilities take primacy over other purposes, such
as generating financial returns for investors, contributing to a related or parent 
organization, or supporting external interests (Identical component as 5.A.2).  

CSU is a state (public) institution (Colo. constitution Art. VIII, sec. 5). It is governed by the 
Board of Governors of the Colorado State University System and is a non-profit, state 
governmental entity. CSU does not generate financial returns for other entities (other than the 
CSU System office, to support the operations of the Board). Contributions or support (other than
membership dues) to other organizations or operations that are not a part of the University's 
mission must be approved by the Board.  
  
3. The institution engages with its identified external constituencies and communities 
of interest and responds to their needs as its mission and capacity allow. 

CSU engages with its external constituencies to learn about their problems and needs for expert
assistance so the institution can serve the public good in addition to educating enrolled 
students. All academic units as well as the Office of Engagement have a role in fulfilling the 
engagement mission of the University. Two of the most comprehensive reports that summarize 
the value of some of these services are the Annual Research Reports and the economic impact 
report: Created to Serve: Colorado State University’s Impact on the State’s Economy which was
published in January 2009; an abbreviated update of this report, "A 2012 Snapshot of Economic 
Impact," was completed by CSU economics faculty. CSU is one of the leading public research 
universities in the United States with research expenditures of $375.9 million from externally 
funded contracts, grants and governmental sources in FY12 which illustrates engagement with 
external constituencies to serve their needs. In addition, the University contributes to the public 
good through substantial non-funded scholarship and artistry that enhances the quality of life 
for all people. The economic impact report describes the substantial economic contributions 
Colorado State University makes to the state economy. 
  
Among the significant findings in the 2009 and 2012 economic impact reports are the following 
points: 

l CSU and its 99,000 Colorado-based alumni account for more than $5.2 billion in personal 
income taxes and state sales taxes, along with an additional $202 million in local sales and 
property taxes.  

l At the state level, these earnings generate more than $365 million in income tax revenue 
and $50.2 million in sales tax revenue.  

l In Colorado, increasing the percentage of workers with a 4-year college degree by only one 
percentage point (about 5,372 new college workers) increases the average earnings of all 
college educated workers by $481 per year. But workers without a 4-year degree also 
benefit from such an increase – the same 1 percentage point increase in college educated 
workers increases the average earnings for high-school-only graduates by $250 per year.  

l CSU generates more than $300 million in annual research expenditures, which translate to 
innovation that drives research and technology advances for Colorado business.  

l CSU supports 13,140 jobs through direct employment and related spending in the state of 
Colorado.  

l CSU research results in a two-tenths of 1 percent (0.2%) increase in overall productivity for 
firms in Colorado, which equates to $79.7 million annually.  

l Annual student spending in Fort Collins alone is estimated at $168 million, supporting 628 
non-University jobs in the city. The total CSU effect on local Fort Collins tax revenue is $12.9
million. (Tax revenue consists of sales, property, use, and other taxes.)  

l A four-year college degree significantly reduces the likelihood a Coloradan is unemployed.  

Simply put, CSU is one of the state's most important economic growth engines and a 
cornerstone of Colorado’s economic future. 
  
Some examples of engagement through Extension and outreach include: 

l CSU Extension has offices in 60 of 64 Colorado counties and delivers community 
development and university-based information and education, including 4-H and Master 
Gardener programs, in all counties.  

l The 17 district offices of the Colorado State Forest Service provide forest landowners with 
information and technical assistance on forest management, wildfire protection, urban and 
community forestry, and conservation education.  

l The Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station conducts site-specific research on agriculture 
and related issues through its eight research centers.  

l Through online education and classrooms along the Front Range, CSU OnlinePlus from the 
Division of Continuing Education provides access to degrees and non-credit professional 
development that delivers the University’s academic excellence in flexible formats for 
working professionals.  

l The Colorado Water Institute focuses academic water expertise on the evolving water 
conditions faced by Colorado citizens.  

l The 2011 county commissioner survey data indicates that counties feel CSU Extension is 
increasingly responsive to their needs and interests. A high response rate of 85% (50 of 59 
counties surveyed) and extensive comments make these survey data a rich source for 
evaluation and planning (Median Responses scale 1-5): 

¡ Quality of CSU Extension programs and services you receive: 2010: 3.80, 2011: 3.96  
¡ Value of the services you receive: 2010: 3.64 2011: 3.72  
¡ Responsiveness and services level of your county office 2010: 3.62, 2011: 3.93  
¡ Overall satisfaction with the services your citizens receive 2010: 3.81, 2011: 3.94  

l CSU Extension made excellent progress in actively seeking partnerships between Colorado 
State and counties, municipalities, schools, small business, and other organizations. These 
efforts have included reaching out to diverse and previously underserved populations. CSU 
Extension has new collaborations with Colorado agencies including OEDIT and the 
Governor’s Office. Promotion of Extension en Espanol on the front page of the Extension 
website provides resources for increasing Spanish-language audiences. Extension en 
Espanol is a set of resources developing by member Extension state programs. Materials are
translated into other languages as needed.  

l CSU Extension has established agreements with Colleges and counties that enable Extension
staff to address area, regional, and state expertise. Within the colleges, CSU Extension 
developed working team relationships, including an agricultural cluster team and a micro-
finance team. County offices have been co-branded to increase partnership recognition.  

l CSU Extension Impact Reports and Success Stories show measurable economic, social, and 
environmental outcomes of Extension programs.  

Each year, CSU engages with K-14 schools and their students as illustrated by the following 
examples: 

l Enhanced teacher-training programs on and off campus with a focus in the areas of science, 
math and technology and global perspectives.  

l The Alliance Partnership Program was introduced in selected Colorado high schools in 2007 
and enrolled students were offered the Alliance Partnership Award for the first time that fall 
semester. Enrollment of students from these 10 high schools has increased from 49 (2007) 
to 77 for Fall 2011. This represents a 57.14% increase.  

l The CSU STEM Center worked with the NOYCE project (a 5-year, $1.2 million NSF project) 
to implement and assess a summer STEM camp for students from the Alliance Project 
Schools. During Summer 2011, the Center assisted in the addition of a new program called 
“Culture of Care,” a program that helped prepare future STEM teachers for work in high 
needs schools. The Center also designed and implemented assessment tools for evaluating 
this summer program.  

l In its first year, the CSU STEM Center was included in more than $2.3 million in submitted 
proposals. To date, one project supported by the Center has been funded for $286,950.  

l A partnership between the CSU STEM Center and a community STEM group in Summit 
County resulted in the submission of a joint proposal for $150,000. CSU visits to Summit 
County have further developed that partnership, and plans are now in place for a 2012 
faculty professional development project to be jointly sponsored by the CSU STEM Center 
and CSU Extension.  

l CSU STEM Center staff has been actively creating professional development outreach 
programs. During fall 2011, two sessions were held for interested faculty. Additionally, a 
session on innovation in physics education was held for the Physics department. During the 
upcoming January Professional Development Institute, the Center will present two sessions 
on STEM curriculum evaluation and innovation.   

The Division of Continuing Education (DCE) offers noncredit courses as well as courses for 
academic credit. The noncredit courses are offered for personal and professional development. 
A few examples of popular noncredit courses that also offer a certificate of completion and 
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) are Project Management (142 registrations in FY2012) and 
Regulatory Affairs (117 registrations in FY2012) certificates for professional development and 
many Osher grant-supported courses for personal development (1,296 registrations in FY2012).
Because these courses are primarily face-to-face, they serve primarily northern Colorado 
residents. DCE had 703 registrations during FY2012 in online professional development 
noncredit courses. Of these 1,570 registrations, 302 (19%) were from Colorado, 986 (63%) 
were from out of state, and 266 (17%) were from out of country. The other 16 did not declare a 
residence. 
  
Through DCE, the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute is a unique learning community for adults 
aged 50 and better. Osher offers the very best in continuing education with no prerequisites, no 
tests, no stress, and no degree requirements. In partnership with the Bernard Osher 
Foundation, Osher at CSU was established in 2006, as one of 119 such institutes nationwide. 
Designed to challenge and inform, courses are small, engaging, interactive and very affordable. 
Total course enrollments in 2012 were 690. 
  
The Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station (CAES) continues to have significant impact 
through transfer of new technologies and methods developed through its research programs to 
the agricultural industries of Colorado. For example: 

l 63% of Colorado wheat is grown from CSU cultivars with an annual value greater than $44 
million.  

l 59% of Colorado potatoes are grown from CSU cultivars with an annual value greater 
than $15 million.  

l Pest management techniques adopted from CAES have resulted in Colorado onion crop yield
improvement by 10% with an annual value of $5 million.  

Through the Warner College of Natural Resources utilizing 11 outreach centers and the 
Colorado State Forest Service, CSU engages in regional, national, and international natural 
resource stewardship in many ways such as the following examples: 

l The Environmental Learning Center encourages sustainable use of natural resources and
the environment in K-12 and other community events through participation by 2,621 K-12 
students, 212 scout groups, and 471 other community events during FY10.  

l Colorado State Forest Service facilitates stewardship of Colorado’s forest resources by 
treating (e.g., thinning, wildfire risk reduction) 22,000 acres assisting 8,500 landowners in 
the creation of fire-wise communities in FY10. The Colorado Forest Restoration Institute
serves as a bridging organization among researchers, land managers, and communities 
dedicated to advancing knowledge and practice of forest restoration and wildfire hazard 
reduction in the central Rocky Mountain region.  

l The Center for Collaborative Conservation manages research-for-action projects in 
Colorado, the western states, and around the world, e.g., Mongolia and East Africa.  

l The Center for Environmental Management of Military Lands is a leading provider of 
research and sustainable management of natural and cultural resources across the US at 
more than 40 military installations, Department of Defense headquarters and field agencies.
In 2013, CEMML secured a cooperative agreement to provide project-based environmental 
restoration, natural and cultural resource management, and geospatial data collection and 
management for the U.S. Air Force. This agreement will generate more than $10 million in 
new business for CEMML, expanding its operations by 33 percent.  

All academic units, ranging from departments to colleges, are engaged with external 
constituencies through application of specialized knowledge and often through organizational 
structures collectively known as Centers, Institutes, and Other Special Units (CIOSUs). Many of 
the CIOSUs have strong research programs that inform outreach efforts. The following examples
are presented as illustrations of the varied nature of outreach programs in addition to applied 
research, such as those that stimulate learning excitement to those that provide clinical 
services: 

l The Little Shop of Physics, a unique, traveling, hands-on science outreach program, was 
developed as a program in which K-12 students are the scientists rather than watching 
someone “do” science. The Little Shop of Physics has grown to a rotating collection of more 
than 75 science experiments, presented by a large and enthusiastic crew of undergraduate 
students who have traveled the region, the nation, and the world, bringing a remarkable 
hands-on science experience to nearly 200,000 children.  

l The College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences operates the Veterinary 
Diagnostic Laboratories on campus with branch laboratories in Grand Junction on the 
Western Slope and in Rocky Ford in the southeastern part of the state. Each year the 
laboratories conduct more than 300,000 tests on samples submitted from Colorado and 10 
regional states, and serve as part of the National Animal Health Laboratory Network. The 
campus diagnostic laboratory has a national reputation for excellence in a number of areas, 
notably as the leader in testing for Chronic Wasting Disease (first discovered in Colorado). 
The James L. Voss Veterinary Teaching Hospital (VTH) is a full-service referral 
veterinary medical center that provides an outstanding example of the synergy of teaching, 
research, and outreach. Clients come from across the nation to benefit from the high quality
of animal health care and special services. Each year, more than 32,000 animal patients are
attended in the VTH, which contributes to the education of approximately 135 graduates 
from the DVM program each year.  

l The annual Math-Science-Tech Day has been bringing diverse students to CSU for the 
past 21 years.  

The mission of the Alumni Association is to engage alumni in the life of the University through 
lifelong relationships, communications, and involvement. With more than 45 Ram Networks 
around the nation, alumni can engage with one another and the University in their local 
communities. The Alumni Association has successfully engaged many more alumni in recent 
years, reaching record levels of membership: 6,698 members in FY11 with a goal of achieving 
7,600 members in FY13. Membership in the Alumni Association is a gift to the University and 
helps the Alumni Association with outreach, communications, and engagement opportunities. 
  
In summary, the University is successfully engaged with its external constituents through 
dynamic, future-oriented outreach programs and service activities that take advantage of 
available technology and cutting-edge knowledge. The areas of institutionalized outreach 
traditionally found at major land-grant universities in the West are actively engaged, both in 
fulfilling their historic missions and translating those missions into today’s rapidly changing 
economic, technological, demographic, and cultural context. In addition, there has been a 
significant expansion in outreach activities beyond those historic areas of emphasis. 
Increasingly, outreach activities include interdisciplinary efforts and involve partnerships that 
provide increased access, services, and opportunities to diverse and disadvantaged populations 
throughout the University’s sphere of influence. Outreach is successfully integrated with student 
learning (described in Component 3.E) and research activities (described in Component 3.B.5), 
demonstrating a pervasive synergy among the University’s research, educational, and outreach 
missions.  
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Criterion One Conclusion  

The institution's mission is clear and articulated publicly; it 
guides the institution's operations. 
 

Assurance Evidence  

In sum, the evidence demonstrates that CSU has clearly stated purposes that provide Colorado 
residents and students access to an excellent, comprehensive graduate research university that 
is student-centered and committed to excellence in undergraduate and graduate 
education. True to our land-grant heritage and our values of civic responsibility and public 
access, CSU applies intellectual and academic resources to social, economic, and community 
development in Colorado, the nation, and the world. Our faculty and staff engage in applied 
research and teaching and share their knowledge with others in keeping with our aim of setting 
the standard as a 21st century land-grant institution. CSU also engages citizens through its 
athletic programs and through its marketing, fundraising, and alumni outreach efforts.   
  
Strengths 

The Strategic Plan outlines the institution’s major priorities and the university-level outcomes 
against which the SPARCs measure our performance in alignment with the mission. The six 
January 2013 SPARCs reports provide detailed assessments of the institution's performance in 
response to the 37 goals. In nearly all cases, as indicated by the performance metrics, we are 
making continuous improvements. Major accomplishments that have been achieved in recent 
years to fulfill our mission are summarized as follows (many of these are discussed in detail in 
subsequent sections of the self-study): 

l Curricular and co-curricular enhancements through the Student Success Initiatives (SSI) 
that have improved the quality of education and students' success in achieving an 
education.  

l Continued growth of excellent research programs with outstanding levels of funding.  
l Expanded outreach and engagement programs that provide excellent service to the public, 

enhancing quality of life for all.  
l Institutional resilience through economically challenging years to sustain and improve 

programs, including significantly increased private support.  
l Improved access to higher education as a broad public service and a core part of the land-

grant mission, with steadily increased diversity awareness and accomplishments.  

Challenges 

The major challenge for continued fulfillment of the institution's mission and improvement of 
programs can simply be summarized as sustaining and growing the resource base in the face of 
declining-to-disappearing state appropriations. Major ramifications of this challenge include: 

l Controlling the students' cost of education to facilitate access and enhance diversity.  
l Evolving enrollment management operations to facilitate recruitment, enrollment, retention,

progression, and graduation of a diverse student population.  
l Procuring adequate resources for continuous improvement of academic programs and 

operational infrastructure, including hiring additional faculty and support staff, controlled 
maintenance, and capital development.  

Plans for enhancement 

The University’s three-year strategic planning cycle is designed to assure wide-based campus 
input into annual institutional budgets and priorities. It includes a regular schedule for triennial 
updates of the Strategic Plan to reflect new priorities, new environments, new opportunities, 
and new ideas that contribute to fulfillment of the mission. Currently, we are building and 
evaluating the feasibility of a planning framework commonly referred to as CSU 2020, which 
models various budget scenarios and the corresponding need to build infrastructure capacity 
and grow enrollment to provide a balanced resource basis to sustain the institution in the face 
of forecast declines in state appropriations. The Diversity SPARC recommended that the position
of VP for Diversity be funded as a full-time position rather than half-time to enhance the 
capacity of the office to advance diversity initiatives and increase the awareness of the 
institution's commitment to diversity efforts (implemented in the FY14 budget). The 2012 
Employee Climate Survey is intended to be a baseline assessment for evaluating diversity 
progress as measured in future surveys. 
 

Criterion Two. Integrity: Ethical and Responsible Conduct  

The institution acts with integrity: its conduct is ethical and 
responsible. 
 

Assurance Evidence  

Colorado State University is committed to conducting its affairs transparently, ethically and in 
compliance with all laws, regulations, and University policies. All members of the University 
community are expected to share in this responsibility and to help prevent, detect, and address 
violations. The following values have been established in the Strategic Plan to support our 
operating practices: 

l Be ACCOUNTABLE.  
l Promote CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY.  
l Employ a CUSTOMER FOCUS.  
l Promote FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION.  
l Demonstrate INCLUSIVENESS and DIVERSITY.  
l Encourage and reward INNOVATION.  
l Act with INTEGRITY and MUTUAL RESPECT.  
l Provide OPPORTUNITY and ACCESS.  
l Support excellence in TEACHING and RESEARCH.  

 

Sources 
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2.A - The institution operates with integrity in its financial, academic, 

personnel, and auxiliary functions; it establishes and follows fair and 

ethical policies and processes for its governing board, administration, 

faculty, and staff.  

 

Assurance Evidence  

Compliance activities 

The Office of Policy and Compliance (OPC) was established in 2010 in response to a 
recognized need for a centralized policy library containing current and accurate statements of 
official policy; a consistent business practice for adopting and changing university policies; and 
an open, transparent policy development method that embraces and reflects the shared 
governance model of the University. The OPC is responsible for researching, drafting, and 
facilitating the approval process for a wide range of University policy and procedures documents
affecting employees, students and the larger university community. In addition, the 
OPC provides resources to assist departments in reviewing and understanding compliance 
issues and to help foster business practices that comply with applicable laws, rules and 
regulations across many administrative and academic areas. The Director of Policy and 
Compliance reports to the Vice President for University Operations. The OPC maintains the 
policy library as an online resource to the institutional community. 
  
In addition to the OPC, there are collaborative compliance functions in many other areas of the 
institution, including (for example) the Research Integrity and Compliance Review Office 
(RICRO), the Office of Risk Management and Insurance, the Compliance Office of the 
Department of Athletics, the Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO), and the Department of Internal 
Audit of the CSU System. 
  
Consistent with its commitment to integrity as revealed through ethical and civically responsible 
behavior, the University established the Compliance Reporting Hotline in August, 2010, for 
employees, students, and constituents to report issues, in good faith, regarding compliance with
laws, regulations, and substantive University policies, as well as other types of complaints and 
issues. Subsequently this program was expanded to operate at the System level and to provide 
the same review process for all of the System’s institutions. This reporting mechanism allows 
people to report issues anonymously if they wish to do so. The issues reported are first 
reviewed by the appropriate CSU System officials (Director of Internal Audit and Office of the 
General Counsel) to determine if further investigation and actions are warranted. University 
officials can then be brought into the review process to directly address the problem or concern.
The University takes every allegation of illegal or unethical conduct seriously. Further discussion
of the Reporting Hotline activity is included in the Federal Compliance section under Policy 4.0
(b).  
  
The Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO) supports CSU's commitment to promote human and 
intellectual diversity by fostering an inclusive environment for all members of the University 
community. OEO ensures the University's obligations of equal access and equal opportunity in 
education and employment for all faculty, staff, and students through the application and 
implementation of policies, procedures and practices that are equitable, transparent and 
understood by members of the University community. In 2010, OEO was established as 
a compliance-focused administrative unit separate from the responsibilities of the Vice President
for Diversity. Since the reorganization, OEO has made notable progress in the following 
activities: 

l Enhanced collection and creation of affirmative action utilization and impact ratio analyses 
data.  

l Improved search processes by creating a manual and online tools to guide processes.  
l Expanded search process training to include search committee members and support staff in
addition to search chairs and EO coordinators to make the process more transparent.  

l Updated disability determination and reasonable accommodations practices for better ADA 
compliance and provided improved disclosure of reasonable accommodations for 
employees.  

l In support of Title IX compliance, added a deputy Title IX coordinator to implement a 
defined structure responding to student sexual harassment and sexual violence concerns.  

l Launched a program of employee exit interviews to enhance the exit survey process.  
l Improved awareness communications to constituents through brochures and websites, such 
as How to File a Complaint and Sexual Harassment Awareness and Prevention.  

l All CSU employees are required to take and pass a Sexual Harassment training module.  

Efforts are underway to further enhance access and opportunities for employment through the 
proposed acquisition of an online application tool for more efficient recruitment, submission of 
applications, and processing of personnel data to improve searches and the administrative 
procedures of HR and OEO. OEO has also established a goal to review and update 
discrimination and harassment policies. 
  
Monitoring of financial integrity is described in Component 5.A.5. 
   
Ethics and Conduct 

 Student Responses  2009   2011 
 CSU provides an environment for the free and open expression of ideas, opinions and beliefs  5.56  5.72
 I would recommend CSU to siblings or friends as a good place to go to college  5.88  5.97
 An environment that includes people different from me improves my quality of education  5.87  5.88
 Overall, I am satisfied with my experience at CSU  5.82  5.84

Expectations for ethical conduct are also reflected in the Academic Faculty and Administrative 
Professional Manual, sections D.3.3, D.3.4, D.3.5, D.3.6, D.3.7, D.6, D.7.19, and D.9, among 
others. A comprehensive and effective Conflict of Interest policy is incorporated in section 
D.7.6, and a Conflict of Interest Committee exists to review actual and apparent conflicts that 
are self-reported or reported by others, review conflict management plans, and make 
recommendations to the Provost/EVP for resolving conflicts. All employees in positions of trust, 
or who have access to sensitive data, financial records, sponsored programs funds, and 
business decision-making are required to update their financial disclosures annually to help 
assure that conflicts of interest are identified and acted upon in a timely manner with 
management plans implemented when appropriate.  
  
State Classified personnel are governed by the Colorado Department of Personnel Board Rules 
and Administrative Procedures, which includes guidance on employee responsibilities and 
ethical behavior. 
  
Many academic and administrative departments have their own ethical codes. For example, the 
Department of Computer Science’s Code of Ethics reflects responsibilities of students, faculty 
and staff in addition to those enumerated in other University policies. The Purchasing 
Department has a Code of Ethics governing purchasing agents’ responsibilities to the institution,
the vendor community, and the people of the State of Colorado. Student government (ASCSU) 
has adopted a Code of Ethics of its own, prohibiting abuse of any student government position 
or office. These are just a few examples of locally imposed ethical codes and standards 
observed at the University. 
   
Students are governed by a comprehensive Student Conduct Code that applies to:  

l All persons taking courses at the University, either full-time or part-time, pursuing 
undergraduate, graduate, professional, or continuing education;  
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